HANCOR HDPE PIPE OVER OTHER HDPE PIPE

- Hancor HDPE and the most advanced manufacturing processes ensure performance and a long service life.
- Hancor 10" - 30" (250 - 750mm) has a rolled rim quality feature on the bell ensuring round bells for quick and easy joining in the trench.
- The Hancor team includes highly qualified trained sales representatives and field engineers ready to provide job site installation assistance to ensure your job goes smoothly.
- Hancor 12" - 18" (300 - 450mm) smooth interior pipe has a full size bell-and-spigot joining system for easy fit and fabrication with no waste and no extra couplers.

Don’t Just Take Our Word For It

“Lightweight material made it easier to thread through fiber optics and under existing utilities. The joints went together better than any other pipe ... We have used hundreds of miles of Hancor pipe on various projects. They provide a well-priced, reliable product that we have always been happy with.”

Russell Portner
President
Ostrander Rock & Construction Company
Longview, Washington

“We went with the Hancor system for the ease of putting it together compared to concrete or aluminum, and the quality of the product.”

Scott Beasley
Civil Engineer
The Rose Group
Fayetteville, North Carolina

“Our savings on Sourek Road, based on other projects of this kind, is about $25,000. The time savings means we could accomplish more projects in a given year, and the cost savings benefits Akron overall.”

Bob Keith
Akron City Councilman
Akron, Ohio

Patented Rolled Rim Bell

Hancor pipe provides a minimum of a full 20 feet of laying length per joint of pipe.

Hancor pipe is available in a complete range of sizes from 2" - 60" (50 - 1500mm) diameters.

Put the Hancor Team to Work for You.

Customer Service:
888-FOR PIPE (367-7473) Fax 888-FAX PIPE (329-7473) 24 hours a day

Application Engineering:
For technical questions, call 800-2HANCOR (242-6267), ext. 809

Web Site:
www.hancor.com

Put the Hancor Team to Work for You.


Spec Professor

Spec Professor creates non-proprietary, technically accurate, specifications in Construction Specifications Institute (CSI) format.

www.specprofessor.com
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FOR REAL PERFORMANCE AND BOTTOM-LINE ADVANTAGES, IT’S HANCOR HDPE PIPE

There are many factors to consider in drainage pipe – durability, performance, installation ease, installation time, field fabrication, and job site safety. When you compare, high density polyethylene pipe from Hancor outperforms concrete and metal.

With over 100 years experience, you can count on Hancor products for quality and performance. To ensure stock availability, Hancor distributors are located coast to coast. Our qualified team is ready to answer all your questions and we pride ourselves on providing job site installation assistance to ensure the job goes smoothly.

HANCOR HDPE OVER CONCRETE PIPE

• Lightweight HDPE pipe means easier handling, faster installation and a safer work environment
• HDPE requires less heavy, expensive equipment and a minimum-sized crew, effectively reducing your installation costs
• Longer pipe length for HDPE (20’ vs. 8’ feet for concrete) means fewer connections and faster installation
• Cracked or chipped bells are not a factor with HDPE pipe
• Hancor’s bell-and-spigot design provides an exceptional quality joint in less time
• HDPE pipe material and design allow for quick and easy field fabrication
• HDPE corrugated exterior and smooth interior give optimal strength, long service life, structural integrity and hydraulic efficiency
• The Hancor team includes highly qualified sales representatives and field engineers ready to provide job site installation assistance to ensure your job goes smoothly

HANCOR HDPE OVER CORRUGATED METAL PIPE

• HDPE pipe’s self-coupling system means quick and easy installation and no extra couplers to keep track of
• HDPE material and design allow for quick and easy field fabrication
• HDPE pipe provides for a much safer work environment, eliminating cuts from sharp metal edges
• No need to re-paint coatings on HDPE pipe like on damaged metal pipe due to fabrication and handling
• Durable, non-corrosive HDPE pipe greatly limits damage from salts, fuels and abrasives
• HDPE corrugated exterior and smooth interior give optimal strength, long service life, structural integrity and hydraulic efficiency
• The Hancor team includes highly qualified sales representatives and field engineers ready to provide job site installation assistance to ensure your job goes smoothly

Revolutionary watertight solution
Silt-tight performance
Recycled pipe – performance with the environmental difference